AGENDA ITEM:

6

B.O.A. MEETING:

October 28, 2020

CASE NUMBER:

BOA 20-94 (City)

LOCATION:

2018 Court Avenue (subject property)
2040 Madison Avenue (abutting EMP zoned dairy site)

OWNER/APPLICANT:

Turner Holdings, LLC

REPRESENTATIVE:

Nathan Bicks of Burch, Porter & Johnson, PLC

REQUEST:

Use variance from Section 2.5.2 to allow certain uses accessory, trailer parking and
storage of products, to an industrial use, a dairy, in a commercial district

AREA:

+/-2.69 acres (subject property), +/-6.39 acres (abutting EMP zoned dairy site)

EXISTING ZONING:

Commercial Mixed Use – 3 (CMU-3) for the subject property while the abutting dairy site
is zoned Employment (EMP)

CONCLUSIONS
1.

The applicant is seeking relief from Section 2.5.2 to allow certain uses accessory, trailer parking and storage of products,
to an industrial use, a dairy, in a commercial district.

2.

The existing dairy at 2040 Madison Avenue can be traced back to at least 1929 as its existence is indicated in Polk’s
Memphis City Directory of said year. The site has long served as critical distribution point for dairy products throughout
Memphis and the surrounding areas. The dairy employs 143 people and has recently undergone a modernization of its
facilities that included over $15 million in new capital investment. Furthermore, the recent site improvements undertaken
by the dairy included the installation of an opaque, sound resistant barrier along with landscaping and repairs to public
streets which commenced after consultation with neighbors of the facility. The proposed and conditioned improvements
associated with this request would bring further improvements to the site, reuse an existing vacant structure, and
contribute to the area by supporting existing market conditions in alignment with Memphis 3.0.

3.

The granting of this variance will not cause substantial detriment to the public good, nor will it substantially impair the
intent and purpose of an adopted plan or the Code, nor will it be injurious to the neighborhood or the general welfare,
and it will be harmony with the purpose and intent of the development code.

REQUIRED FINDINGS
Pursuant to Section 9.22.6 of the Unified Development Code, this site exhibits the following extraordinary feature(s): a large
lot zoned commercial, located behind an industrial use, and not located on a frontage would attract commercial uses not
related to the abutting dairy operations. This imparts upon the owner the following hardship or practical difficulty under the
strict adherence to the Code: the public street configuration and lack of frontage on a main road make the property unsuitable
for uses other than accessory uses for the abutting diary operations. See further analysis on page 17 of this report.

CONSISTENCY WITH MEMPHIS 3.0
This proposal is consistent with the Memphis 3.0 General Plan per the land use decision criteria. See further analysis on pages
23-26 of this report.

RECOMMENDATION:

Approval with conditions
Staff Writer: Jeffrey Penzes

E-mail: jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Street Frontage:

Subject property:
Jefferson Avenue
Court Avenue
North Morrison Street
Abutting EMP zoned dairy site:
Jefferson Avenue
North Morrison Street
Madison Avenue

+/-409.34 linear feet
+/-25.02 linear feet
+/- 24.96 linear feet
+/-146.00 linear feet
+/- 266.00 linear feet
+/-488.00 linear feet

Zoning Atlas Page:

2035

Parcel ID:

Subject property: 017068 00056
Abutting EMP zoned dairy site: 017068 00066

Existing Zoning:

Commercial Mixed Use – 3 (CMU-3) for the area of request while the remainder
of the dairy site is zoned Employment (EMP)

PUBLIC NOTICE
In accordance with Sub-Section 9.3.4A of the Unified Development Code, a notice of public hearing is required
to be mailed. A total of 112 notices were mailed on October 14, 2020.
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LOCATION MAP

SUBJECT PROPERTY

Subject property located within the pink circle, Midtown neighborhood
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VICINITY MAP

Subject property highlighted in yellow
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AERIAL

Subject property outlined in yellow, abutting EMP zoned dairy site outlined in blue, imagery from 2018
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ZONING MAP

Subject property outlined in yellow, abutting EMP zoned dairy site outlined in blue
Existing Zoning:

Commercial Mixed Use – 3 (CMU-3) for the subject property while the abutting dairy site
is zoned Employment (EMP)

Surrounding Zoning
North:

Residential Urban – 3 (RU-3)

East:

Employment (EMP) then Residential Urban – 3 (RU-3)

South:

Employment (EMP) then Commercial Mixed Use – 3 (CMU-3)

West:

Residential Urban – 3 (RU-3)
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LAND USE MAP

Subject property indicated by a green star
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SITE PHOTOS

View of the northeast corner subject property from Jefferson Avenue looking southwest

View of the northwest corner subject property from Jefferson Avenue looking southeast
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View of the southwest corner of subject property from the intersection of Morrison Street and Court Avenue
looking northeast

View of the northwesternmost corner of the abutting EMP zoned dairy site from the intersection of Morrison
Street and Court Avenue looking southeast
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View of the southwesternmost corner of the abutting EMP zoned dairy site from the intersection of Madison
Avenue and Morrison Street looking northeast

View of the southeasternmost corner of the abutting EMP zoned dairy site from Madison Avenue looking
northwest
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View of the northeasternmost corner of the abutting EMP zoned dairy site from Jefferson Avenue looking
southwest
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SURVEY
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SURVEY (ZOOMED)
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SITE PLAN

Subject site outlined in red
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SITE PLAN (ZOOMED)

Subject site outlined in red
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LANDSCAPE PLAN

Subject site outlined in red
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Request and Justification
The application, response to the variance criteria, and letter of intent have been added to this report.
The request is a use variance to allow certain uses accessory, trailer parking and storage of products, to an
industrial use, a dairy, in a commercial district
Variance Criteria
Staff agrees the variance criteria as set out in Section 9.22.6 of the Unified Development Code are met; see
pages 29-30 of this report for the responses provided by the applicant.
9.22.6 Findings of Fact
The Board of Adjustment must make specific written findings of fact on each variance request. In granting any
variance, the Board of Adjustment shall make the following findings:
A.

B.

Bulk and Other Non-Use Variances
(1) Unusual characteristics of the property. The property is unusual in that it exhibits at least one of
the following exceptional physical features as compared to other properties located in the same
zoning district: exceptional topographic conditions, exceptional narrowness, exceptional
shallowness, exceptional shape or any other extraordinary and exceptional situation or condition;
(2) Practical difficulties or undue hardship. By reason of the unusual characteristics found to apply in
Paragraph 1, the strict application of any regulation found in this Code would result in peculiar and
exceptional practical difficulties to or exceptional or undue hardship upon the owner of such
property;
(3) The unusual characteristic found to apply in Paragraph 1 is not the result from any deliberate
action by the owner;
(4) That a variance from the strict application of this Code may be granted without substantial
detriment to the public good and without substantially impairing the intent and purpose of an
adopted plan and this Code;
(5) The requested variance will be in harmony with the purpose and intent of this development code
and will not be injurious to the neighborhood or to the general welfare;
(6) The variance is not granted simply because by granting the variance, the property could be utilized
more profitably or that the applicant would save money.
Use Variances
(1) In addition to the findings established for other variances in Subsection A, the Board of
Adjustment shall also find that none of the uses permitted on the property are practical due to
either the unusual characteristic found to apply in Subsection A, Paragraph 1, or to any physical
improvements made upon the property.

Site Description
The subject property is a +/-2.69-acre parcel (017068 00056) and municipally addressed as 2018 Court Avenue
while the abutting EMP zoned dairy site +/-96.39 acres and municipally addressed as 2040 Madison Avenue.
The subject property is located in the midtown neighborhood and zoned Commercial Mixed Use – 3 (CMU-3).
On the subject property, there exists a 10-foot high opaque wall which also serves as a sound resistant barrier
along the western and northern boundaries where the property is not adjacent to other areas of the dairy
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operation. Additionally, there is a carpark for employees and a vacant building that the dairy is proposing to use
for the storage of products as part of this request.
Site Zoning History
1922 Zoning Map

General area of site indicated by a pink star
BOA 1927-027 (City) – rejected request to establish a dairy (Forest Hill Dairy Co.) at the northeast corner of
Madison Avenue and Morrison Street. The Board of Adjustment rejection occurred on June 10, 1927.
Polk’s Memphis City Directory 1929 indicates a dairy operation’s existence at 2040 Madison Avenue.
1938 Arial Imagery

Dairy operation can be seen at 2040 Madison Avenue, indicated by a pink star
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1953 Zoning Map

General area of site indicated by a pink star
1954 Zoning Map

General area of site indicated by a pink star
BOA 1954-112 (City) – approved request to expand the existing dairy (Forest Hill Dairy Co.) via a parking lot
expansion. The Board of Adjustment approval occurred on September 22, 1954.
BOA 1955-054 (City) – approved request to expand existing dairy (Forest Hill Dairy Co.) operations via additions
to an existing building and a parking lot expansion. The Board of Adjustment approval occurred on May 25,
1955.
BOA 1962-090 (City) – approved request to expand an ice cream plant (Swift and Co.) located at the northeast
corner of Madison Avenue and Morrison Street. The Board of Adjustment approval occurred on September 26,
1962.
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BOA 1964-035 (City) – rejection of an expansion to an ice cream plant (Swift and Co.) located at the northeast
corner of Madison Avenue and Morrison Street. The Board of Adjustment rejection occurred on April 22, 1964.
Z 1971 (1972) – approved rezoning from R-4 to C-2 of the 2018 Court Avenue site. City Council approval occurred
on March 7, 1972.
SUP 3170 (1978) – rejection of a bingo game establishment at 2018 Court Avenue (note the parcel was
significantly larger at this time and extended all the way to Jefferson Avenue and Rembert Street). City Council
Rejection occurred on August 1, 1978.
1978 Zoning Map

General area of site indicated by a pink star
1980s Zoning Map

General area of site indicated by a pink star
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BOA 1984-155 (City) – withdrawn request to allow unpaved parking for a commercial indoor amusement/event
center at the located at 2018 Court Avenue. Withdrew on October 24, 1984 at the Board of Adjustment Meeting.
PD 2016-016 – withdrawn request for vehicle maintenance and repair, warehousing, and parking of trucks and
trailers associated with a Dairy (Turner Holdings, LLC) located at 2040 Madison Avenue. Withdrew on March 16,
2017, and City Council dropped the item on March 21, 2017.
AD 17-04 – approved request to allow an increased fence height of up to 10 feet for a sight-proof and sound
resistant wall. Administratively approved on April 26, 2017.
AD 17-06 – approved request to allow an increased fence height of up to 11 feet for a sight-proof and sound
resistant wall. Administratively approved on May 11, 2017.
Conclusions
The applicant is seeking relief from Section 2.5.2 to allow certain uses accessory, trailer parking and storage of
products, to an industrial use, a dairy, in a commercial district.
The existing dairy at 2040 Madison Avenue can be traced back to at least 1929 as its existence is indicated in
Polk’s Memphis City Directory of said year. The site has long served as critical distribution point for dairy
products throughout Memphis and the surrounding areas. The dairy employs 143 people and has recently
undergone a modernization of its facilities that included over $15 million in new capital investment.
Furthermore, the recent site improvements undertaken by the dairy included the installation of an opaque,
sound resistant barrier along with landscaping and repairs to public streets which commenced after consultation
with neighbors of the facility. The proposed and conditioned improvements associated with this request would
bring further improvements to the site, reuse an existing vacant structure, and contribute to the area by
supporting existing market conditions in alignment with Memphis 3.0.
The granting of this variance will not cause substantial detriment to the public good, nor will it substantially
impair the intent and purpose of an adopted plan or the Code, nor will it be injurious to the neighborhood or
the general welfare, and it will be harmony with the purpose and intent of the development code.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval with conditions.
Conditions
1. Any change or deviation from the site plan upon the determination of the Zoning Administrator shall be
submitted to the Board of Adjustment for review and approval or administrative review and approval by the
Division of Planning and Development.
2. The asphalt and surface materials of existing curb cut onto Jefferson Avenue (which is currently closed due
to the sound-resistant wall) shall be removed and replaced with landscaping materials.
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3. The sound-resistant wall along the western boundary of the property may be extended to run eastward
parallel to Court Avenue and fencing to protect the employee parking area in the northwest quadrant may
be replaced, with the design and location subject to administrative approval by the Office of Planning and
Development. Barbed wire on existing fencing shall be removed.
4. A lighting plan that meets the photometric requirements of the UDC shall be submitted for administrative
approval by the Land Use and Development Services Department. All lighting fixtures must be angled and
concealed or shielded to prevent glare and off-site impacts on abutting/adjacent properties. This condition
is not meant to disallow off-site light impacts on the abutting EMP-zoned property utilized by the dairy.
5. All commercial truck traffic conducting business related to the dairy operations must utilize Morrison Street
for access to the Subject Property. No such commercial truck traffic shall be permitted on Court Avenue
west of Morrison Street.
6. Trucks parked on the Subject Property shall not be permitted to idle with their engines or thermal
refrigeration units running when not actively being loaded or unloaded.
7. As long as truck and trailer parking is permitted on the Subject Property as depicted in the approved site
plan of this application, no truck or trailer parking used for the commercial operations of the dairy shall be
permitted within one hundred thirty (130) feet of the right-of-way of Madison Avenue with the exception
of trucks parked within the enclosed dock of the dairy building. This condition is not intended to impair or
diminish the zoning entitlements of the EMP-zoned property utilized by the dairy in any way; if parking of
trucks or trailers used in the commercial operations of the dairy on the Subject Property shall no longer be
permitted or diminished in any way, this condition shall become void, and such parking may resume within
thirty feet of the Madison Avenue right-of-way.
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DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS
The following comments were provided by agencies to which this application was referred:
City/County Engineering:

No comments received.

City/County Fire Division:
• 102.3 Change in use or occupancy Change to S occupancy shall comply with the 2015 edition of the
International Fire Code (as locally amended) and referenced standards.
•

Notify the Fire Prevention Bureau 48 hours in advance of any use and occupancy inspection or acceptance
test.

•

Fire apparatus access shall comply with section 503. Where security gates are installed that affect required
fire apparatus access roads, they shall comply with section 503.6 (as amended).

•

Fire protection water supplies (including fire hydrants) shall comply with section 507.

City Real Estate:

No comments received.

County Health Department:

No comments received.

Shelby County Schools:

No comments received.

Construction Code Enforcement:

No comments received.

Memphis Light, Gas and Water:

No comments received.

Office of Sustainability and Resilience:

No comments received.

Office of Comprehensive Planning:
Land Use Designation: Anchor Neighborhood – Mix of Building Types (AN-M), Sustain ¼ Mile
Based on the future land use planning map, the proposal is CONSISTENT with the Memphis 3.0
Comprehensive Plan.
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1. FUTURE LAND USE PLANNING MAP

The red box indicates the application site on the Future Land Use Map.
2. Land use description & applicability:
The site is designated as Anchor Neighborhood – Mix of Building Types (AN-M), Sustain ¼ Mile. AN-M are a
combination of one to three-story house-scale buildings with building
scale large home and apartments of up to four stories close to
anchors and along corridors. In these neighborhoods is a mix of
attached, semi-detached, and detached residential, all located within
a 10-minute walk from the anchor destination. Any mixed-use is
along corridors, allowing shopping destinations to connect between
mixed-use and residential neighborhoods. See graphic portrayal to
the right.
“AN-M” Goals/Objectives:
Preservation, stabilization, and/or intensification of neighborhoods, focusing investment toward areas that
support plan goals and objectives, locating housing near services, jobs, transit, building up not out.
“AN-M” Form & Location Characteristics:
SUSTAIN - Primarily detached, single-family residences. Attached single-family, duplexes, triplexes and
quadplexes permitted on parcels within 100 feet of an anchor and at intersections where the presence of such
housing type currently exists; Other housing and commercial types along avenues, boulevards and parkways
as identified in the Street Types Map where same types exist on two or more adjacent parcels. Height: 1-3
stories. Scale: house-scale.
The applicant is seeking a variance to permit the use of the subject property for activities related to the Dairy’s
24
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operation. This includes using a vacant structure as storage, moving trucks away from Madison Ave and
providing screening.
The request does not meet these criteria because Industrial uses are not compatible with AN-M areas.
3. Existing, Adjacent Land Use and Zoning
The subject site is surrounded by the following land uses: Industrial, Multi-Family Residential, and SingleFamily Residential. The subject site is surrounded by the following zoning districts: CMU-3, EMP, RU-3, R-6.
This requested land use is compatible with these adjacent land uses and zoning districts because existing land
use immediately adjacent to the site is similar in nature.
4. Degree of Change map

The site is a Sustain, ¼ mile anchor area and is indicated by the red box above.
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5. Degree of Change Descriptions

Based on the information provided, the proposal is CONSISTENT with the Memphis 3.0 Comprehensive Plan.
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APPLICATION
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LETTER OF INTENT
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LETTERS RECEIVED
One letter of support and thirty-two letters* of opposition were received at the time of completion of this report
and have subsequently been attached.
*Note some letters received contained letters from multiple individuals and petitions within them.
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10/20/2020

Mail - Penzes, Jeffrey - Outlook

Turner Dairy Variance meeting
Jeff Robbins <jeffrobbins.la@gmail.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 11:47 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

There is a fanfare going on about the variance requested by Turner Dairy to be able to park semi tractor trailers in
the back of their property. As a resident in the adjacent Belleair Heights Condominiums, I have first hand
knowledge of any noise or disturbance from the Dairy. Many of those citizens opposing this variance do not live
anywhere near the dairy and have their own agenda against the dairy.
Turner Dairy has always been open to communication with the neighbors concerning their property. Mr. Turner
will personally take a phone call with any complaints and make sure the issue is addressed. When their
refrigeration rigs were parked facing west the noise was annoying. After a phone call, the rigs were parked facing
into the property and the noise all but disappeared. When the company was using the beepers for truck back up
warning the noise was a disturbance for our neighborhood at all times of the day. After speaking to Mr. Turner an
alternate method of the warning beeper was installed and the noise disappeared.
It seems many in the neighborhood, and many outside the area, will go to great extremes to cause problems for
the Dairy. They have been in the location before Overton Square was in existence. The dairy has done more than
it has been required to do to benefit the neighborhood. The installation of the concrete wall to block noise and
views into the property from Jefferson Ave and Belleair Heights Condominiums was not asked for but greatly
appreciated. Before they were forced to move the trailers from the back during the last assault by a certain group,
the Dairy had paved and allowed public parking for Overton Square patrons in its southwest corner of the
property.
As long as parking is for idle trailers without refrigerated units running, most of our 15 unit owners do not have a
problem with the variance. Turner Dairy has proven to the neighbors that they care about us. Lines of open
communication provide us to report any conditions that interfere with our daily lives. I much rather have Turner
Dairy as a neighbor than the extension of Overton Square that would greatly increase noise and traffic. I welcome
you to visit my residence and back patio that backs up to Turner Dairy and see for yourself that noise if the least of
our issues.
Please consider that many of those with objections do not live NEXT to or close to the Dairy but claim they have
issues blocks away. Many in the surrounding neighborhoods would love nothing more than to cause Turner
Dairy to move and let Loeb expand shops and entertainment to the Turner Dairy property. There is some people
who do not care what the residents next to the Dairy would prefer. They have their own agenda. Many who are
leading this objection live blocks or miles away.
I ask you that you approve the variance with the condition that no trailer or semi rig parked in this area is not
allowed to have engines running, strictly for parking purposes only. Turner Dairy has worked with the
adjacent property owners and spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on the concrete fencing to be a good
neighbor. Please be a good city administration and approve the variance.
And for anyone asking, Turner Dairy has not asked for this email or do they know I am writing it. But after the
email blast to have everyone email against it, I thought you should hear from those most affected by the issue.
Those who live NEXT to the dairy.
Sincerely,
Jeff Robbins
Greg Tyner
https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAMkAGNkYjZlNTRhLTRhY2EtNDhhYy1iMDMwLTQ5ZjMyYTRmNjczYgBGAAAAAABcunmjwD%2FbT7q3…
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Mail - Penzes, Jeffrey - Outlook

Case BOA 20-94
Abbie Gardner <abbiegar@gmail.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 2:56 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Penzes,
As a resident of midtown, I oppose any additional truck activity at Turner Dairy. I urge the city and county to
enforce the agreements made with their neighbors. This is a residential area and the current level of noise and
pollution from Turner Dairy is already an unbearable nuisance without increasing the number of trucks in the area.
Thank you,
Abbie Gardner

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAMkAGNkYjZlNTRhLTRhY2EtNDhhYy1iMDMwLTQ5ZjMyYTRmNjczYgBGAAAAAABcunmjwD%2FbT7q3…
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Mail - Penzes, Jeffrey - Outlook

Belleair Wood Neighborhood Association Opposes Turner Dairy Variance
Allison Lemm <aslemm@bellsouth.net>
Thu 10/22/2020 7:17 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>
Cc: Peter Lemm <PJLemm@lemmcorp.com>; Laurie Stark <lsstark@bellsouth.net>; Gordon Alexander <carlstebbins@msn.com>; Robert
Gordon <bguh@bellsouth.net>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
________________________________
Dear Jeffrey,
Turner Dairy is one reason my husband and I are selling our home of 20 years on Belleair Drive.
We are tired of the stadium-like bright lights, waking up to the sounds of semis coming and going at all hours of the
night, and the constant hum of refrigerated trucks. When they unhitch the trailers off the semis in the middle of the
night it sounds like bombs going off. The dairy has been parking their trucks for three years in defiance of code
enforcement. The Belleair Woods Neighborhood Association has tried to fight this in the past to no avail. And
although we are sure the dairy is also in violation of a number of environmental codes, the environmental court did
nothing to stop them. Why?
This is a residential area, and Overton Square is now a bustling entertainment district. Would you please explain why
you think it is a good idea to allow the dairy to expand…creating more noise and pollution… and driving longtime
residents and taxpayers away? I’d also like you to address the danger of allowing a constant flow of 18 wheelers
through Midtown. Have you ever tried to pass a semi on Court or Jefferson? Or seen one of these giants barreling
down Madison, narrowly missing pedestrians and scooter riders? As Midtown continues to grow this hazard will only
continue.
I hope you will vote NO on Item 20-94.
Allison Lemm
Belleair Woods Neighborhood Association

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAMkAGNkYjZlNTRhLTRhY2EtNDhhYy1iMDMwLTQ5ZjMyYTRmNjczYgBGAAAAAABcunmjwD%2FbT7q3…
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opposition to Case #BOA 20-94
ALLISON SIMONTON <asimonton@comcast.net>
Mon 10/19/2020 3:04 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Penzes,
I oppose Turner Dairy's request for a variance on parking more trucks on their lot (Case #BOA 20-94).
Their large and noisy facilities do not belong in this part of Midtown, next door and across the street from
somany homes.
In the past Turner leadership has voiced how expensive it would be for them to move their facilities to
another site, and I understand that.
However, they have clearly outgrown their current location and they need to do what is best for the
neighborhood and relocate.

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAMkAGNkYjZlNTRhLTRhY2EtNDhhYy1iMDMwLTQ5ZjMyYTRmNjczYgBGAAAAAABcunmjwD%2FbT7q3…
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Turner Dairy Variance
Amy Michalak <amichalak@sgis.org>
Mon 10/19/2020 9:20 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Penzes,
My husband and I own property on Jefferson and love the healthy improvements being made in the
neighborhoods around Overton Square. I oppose any additional truck activity at Turner Dairy and
hope the city and county will enforce the agreements already made with their good neighbors.
Thank you!
Amy Michalak

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAMkAGNkYjZlNTRhLTRhY2EtNDhhYy1iMDMwLTQ5ZjMyYTRmNjczYgBGAAAAAABcunmjwD%2FbT7q3…
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Turner Dairy Case #BOA 20-94
Ann Sandberg <annsand@gmail.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 3:56 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Penzes,
I oppose Turner Dairy's request for a variance on parking more trucks on their lot (Case #BOA 20-94).
They already refuse to comply with existing applicable Code ordinances. It makes no sense to allow them to
operate their business in a way that will further increase violations and harm to the neighborhood. This is
rewarding unlawful behavior.
Midtown homeowners pay a lot of property taxes both city & county. Industrial facilities do not belong in this part
of Midtown, next door and across the street from so many homes. Would you want to live next door to noise
equivalent to jet engines at 3-4 AM? Approval of this variance will result in surrounding properties becoming less
desirable to those purchasing homes. This will ultimately driving down property values as well as tax revenue for
Memphis and Shelby County.
Ann Sandberg
1935 Peabody Ave
Memphis, TN 38104
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Opposition to Case # BOA 20-94 Turner Dairy request for variance
undrtkraj1962@gmail.com <undrtkraj1962@gmail.com>
Wed 10/21/2020 1:18 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>
Cc: Arthur N. Jackson, Jr. <undrtkraj1962@gmail.com>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Penzes & the BOA:
I’m am writing to you in support of the neighbors of the Jefferson-Tucker Neighborhood Community and as a
whole the Midtown Community and myself as a fellow Midtowner and one who is simply appalled at the blatant
disregard of a business to repeatedly encroach upon the neighbors that abuts this particular business/
neighborhood and also which directly effects and impacts the area.
Why is it that Tuner Dairy repeatedly defies the zone variances, code enforcement, and noise ordinances related to
their operation and how this impacts their neighbors? Please help me understand this? Why are they not being
held accountable to the rules and regulations? Why is it that they are continually encroaching further and further
into the homes/yards of their neighbors by repeated granting of these further intrusive variances? Why is it that it
is alright for any homeowner to have to endure and hear these trucks constantly all hours of the night and
morning “idling” adding to both the air and noise pollution? Why should these homeowners have to sacrifice their
property values, health, and their sense of peace and quite while this business is allowed all types of benefits and
perks to operate without so much any consideration of their neighbors? Why? Does anyone care anything about
https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAMkAGNkYjZlNTRhLTRhY2EtNDhhYy1iMDMwLTQ5ZjMyYTRmNjczYgBGAAAAAABcunmjwD%2FbT7q3…
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these homeowners and what they are experiencing and going through in their private residences as a result how
this business operates?
They have or were trying to expand their industrial footprint from 7 acres to 10 by purchasing three acres on its
back, or north, side several years ago, and have been using the extra property in part to park its refrigerated trucks.
They were clever enough to continue to work within the boundaries. However, those 3 acres are not zoned for
such an industrial use. It has been a long-standing issue/battle of their trucks there 24/7 and running all night
long. It has also been stated that the noise, traffic, and pollution has “for some” degraded the neighborhood's
quality of life, and property values. Turner Dairy somewhat acknowledged that the plant generates noise, but in the
same breath referred to the flight path of planes overhead with a ridiculous comparison noting “several of the
refrigeration units together make less noise than planes overhead...'' GMAB (Give me a break) Well no sh*t
sherlock, hell they are 35,000 feet in the air too “flying over” not parked/hovering idle in the sky over the homes
either. But yet, they say they have only had to address noise complaints only once or twice a year. (Yeah right)
Keep in mind these aren’t just trucks they are diesel refrigeration units on upwards to 18 wheels running for hours
and hours as well as days at a time.
Please do not grant or allow another variance to Turner Dairy to continually operate in such a way that they
disregard their neighbors. Granting of this variance says that BOA supports this blatant disregard of the
neighboring community. When does this stop?
In summation, in most jurisdictions, compliance with a zoning ordinance will not immunize one from the
consequences of an unreasonable use of one’s property that results in the invasion of the private rights of his/her
neighbor. In variably, however, violation of zoning ordinance is powerful evidence that the use is unreasonable
and, or course, liability for violation of zoning ordinances can be imposed independently.
Thank you for any time or attention that you may give to this matter/issue.
Respectfully submitted
Arthur N. Jackson, Jr.
MidTown Resident/Homeowner

Sent from my iPhone
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Robert Loeb <bl@lpimemphi
s.com>
Thu 10/22/2020 11:33 AM
To: Mike Flagg <MFlagg@hilanddairy.com>
Cc: Jackson M. Loeb <jml@lpimemphis.com>; Jim Tur

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
________________________________
Mike,
As it turns out, I will be out of town next week. I do want to meet you, and will reach out soon to set
a lunch.
I remain opposed to the expansion of a 24/7 industrial operation in the heart of Midtown, and by
copy am sharing that position with OPD.
Contrary to Prairie Farms' BOA application, there are many uses for this property that would be better
for the neighborhood and Memphis.
I do want to be a good neighbor, and I look forward to meeting soon.
Bob
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Dairy trailers at Tucker/Jefferson
Brad Hanover <bwhanover@gmail.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 2:29 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Against more noise in our neighborhood due to Turner Dairy's proposal.
Brad Hanover
1859 Jefferson Ave
Memphis, TN 38104

phone 901-725-3952
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Turner Dairy (Case BOA 20-94)
Bridge Leigh <bridge.leigh@gmail.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 9:34 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Jeffrey,
I own 1992 Court Avenue, a single family residence just a few doors down from Turner Dairy. I writing in regard to
the upcoming conversation arising around Turner Dairy’s continued parking of trailers facing Jefferson Avenue (my
understanding of the topic this case surrounds).
When it comes down to it, Midtown is improving greatly as a place to walk, eat, have fun, and live — and Turner’s
out-of-place appearance has been outgrown by its community. It is quite literally holding back the entirety of
Overton Square from reaching its full potential, and continuing to allow Turner to have excess trailer presence
where they have been (in full defiance of ordinances, to my understanding) is not in the neighborhood’s best
interest.
Please consider my input in forming your opinion on the matter, and feel free to reach out if you have any
comments or questions.
Thank you,
Bridge
Bridge Leigh
901.490.4778
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Case number BOA 20-94
Diane Benson Malkin <dianec.benson@gmail.com>
Wed 10/21/2020 11:54 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Jeffrey,
I own property on Lee Place, near the Dairy. The continuous hum of the trucks running and being parked in the
back of the lot is a major problem for the area. The proposal to allow additional trucks to park near the Jefferson
side of the property is not acceptable.
I am against additional noise pollution in this residential area.
Thank you for listening.
Diane Benson Malkin
901-604-8245
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Turner dairy more semi’s
Doug Fruitt <dmfruitt@gmail.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 1:44 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
________________________________
I am opposed to allowing them a variance to park more semi trailers on the back part of the property. They have
been parking the semis there for three years in defiance of Code Enforcement and the Environmental court did
nothing to stop them. How about enforcing the LAWS. Who is getting kickbacks? Voters want to know!

Sent from my iPhone
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Opposition to Case # BOA 20-94
Emily Graves <emilytgraves@gmail.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 3:51 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Penzes,
Please accept this email as my opposition to case BOA-20-94.
Turner Dairy has requested a variance to park more refrigerated commercial tractor-trailers in their parking lot,
which is in the center of a residential area. They have already been parking their trucks in this lot for years against
code. Imagine living next to diesel truck engines running around the clock -- never ending noise and air pollution.
Many residents have also noted that the Turner Dairy lights also shine at their homes and bedrooms around the
clock.
Approving this variance will only worsen this already untenable problem. This is a residential neighborhood, not an
industrial area. Please oppose this variance.
Sincerely,
Emily Graves, M.D., F.A.C.S.
1412 Carr Ave
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 258-4613
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BOA 20-94 - Turner Dairy
Gordon Alexander <carlstebbins@msn.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 9:10 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Turner Dairy has been parking their semis on the back lot for three years in defiance of Code Enforcement and
Environmental Court did nothing to stop them. Most residents in Tucker Jefferson are opposed to allowing them a
variance to park even more semi-trailers there, in direct violation of Code. The huge trucks run 24/7 and sound
like jet engines warming up and never taking off. The bright lights from their property shine into bedroom
windows and their trucks are literally turning into rubble the narrow street that connects them to Madison Avenue.
Approving this variance will only bring even more noise and pollution to the neighborhood.
This is a residential area and the noise is unbearable.
Please vote "No" on item 20-94.
Respectfully yours,
Gordon Alexander
Midtown Action Coalition
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Case #BOA 20-94
Gwen Hooper <achoop@aol.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 4:17 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Greetings Mr. Penzes,
I live at Lee Place. Many residents are opposed to allowing the dairy to continue parking trucks on the back part of the property.
The trucks can be disruptive. Perhaps there is a process or ordinance, something that would keep the citizens happy (not
suffering from constant noise) and allow the dairy to conduct business efficiently.
Thanks,
G Hooper
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Turner shenanigans
houston winbigler <hwinbigler3@gmail.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 2:39 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
________________________________
Mr. Penzes,
I oppose any more favors for Turner Dairy. I live on Jefferson one block East of Cooper. When I go out in the early
morning I can hear the trucks and that is a true imposition. What’s worse is smelling the diesel exhaust. On a clear
cool morning that’s what the dairy gives its once tolerant neighbors. Several years ago the owner erected a concrete
fence along jefferson at the back of his property. It served to hide his extra trucks and did nothing as far as noise or
exhaust abatement.
Houston Winbigler
2179 Jefferson Ave.
Memphis,TN 38104
Sent from my iPhone
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Turner Dairy Trucks
Janet GOFORTH <janaetn2003@yahoo.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 5:53 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Penzes, I remembered studying about noise pollution in school, this is exactly what is going on at Turner
Dairy. Also, they have been going against code for years & the city knows it & nothing happens. Citizens whom
have invested in the surrounding neighborhoods invested in homes to live in a "neighborhood" not an industrial
area. For those of us whom still work and have children on school schedule, we beg of you to stop the process of
more semi trailer/trucks on the Turner lot. We are losing our neighborhoods to businesses & no longer csn enjoy
our investments. It has been obvious for years that Turner needs a bigger area in an industrial zoned area & many
are available throughout Shelby County. Just like politicans ask for our votes, we ask for representation and
someone to fight for us & what is morally right. Thank you J. Goforth
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Turner Dairy industrial use expansion (BOA 20-94)
Jeremy Reed <JeremyR@lpimemphis.com>
Thu 10/22/2020 9:43 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>
1 attachments (232 KB)
Turner Dairy BOA 20-94 Opposition Letter (2) (1).pdf;

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Penzes,
I have managed Overton Square since 2014 for LPI Memphis, and I am opposed to Turner Dairy industrial use expansion (BOA
20-94). My top day-to-day priori es are keeping the Square safe and clean. Such expansion by Turner would be detrimental to
the neighborhood that I work so diligently to enhance. I agree with the opposi on le er a ached from MidtownMemphis.Org
and believe the dairy’s industrial opera on should not be allowed to expand in the midtown loca on.
Jeremy Reed, RPA®, BOMI-HP™
Vice President of Property Management, LPI Memphis
2101 Madison Ave. Memphis, TN 38104
O (901) 866-1131 . C (901) 606-7805
This message and its contents are confidential. If you receive this message in error, please inform the sender immediately.
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Case number BOA 20-94
Laurie Stark <lsstark@bellsouth.net>
Sun 10/18/2020 1:54 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr Penzes- I live on Lee Place just north of Turner Dairy.

Many residents in Tucker Jefferson are opposed to allowing the Dairy a variance to park more semi trailers on the
back part of the property. They have been parking the semis there for three years in defiance of Code Enforcement,
and the Environmental Court did nothing to stop them. Trucks run 24/7, and it sounds like a jet engine warming up
and never taking off. I can hear them all day and night from my back yard 24/7. Now they want to bring more semis to
park in the back portion of their property which is the same area that is in defiance of the present zoning. This will
bring even more noise and pollution from trucks running all night. I am opposed to allowing the dairy this variance.
Besides being a nuisance to me personally, it does not meet 9.22.6 criteria for a variance, and this is not consistent
with the Memphis 3.0 plan for the Overton square as an urban main street community anchor. And expansion of
industrial warehouse use and semi truck storage is not harmonious with the UDC or Memphis 3.0 and is harmful to
our neighborhood. Please consider my opposition.
Thank you,
Laurie Stark
2081 Lee Place
Memphis TN 38104
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Turner Dairy
Les Edwards <les@courtavenue.net>
Tue 10/20/2020 10:32 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>
Cc: info@midtownmemphis.org <info@midtownmemphis.org>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello Mr. Penzes.
This email is to register my opposition to the use variance request by Turner Dairies for an expansion of industrial use on the Turner
Dairy site (BOA 20-94 Variance Request).
This request does not meet 9.22.6 Criteria for a variance. The application responses for 9.22.6 A 1. and 2. are inaccurate due to the
subject parcel’s frontage along Jefferson Avenue and other viable uses in this growing section of Midtown. The requested expansion
of industrial uses does not meet 9.22.6 A 4. because it is not consistent with the Memphis 3.0 plan for Overton Square as an “Urban
Main Street Community Anchor.” The approved 3.0 plan envisions this district as a safe, walkable neighborhood with thriving mixeduse centers, diverse housing options, active public spaces, and strong connections between anchors and adjacent neighborhoods.
Finally, the request does not meet variance Criteria 9.22.6 A 5. because the expansion of industrial warehouse use and semi-truck
storage is not harmonious with the UDC or Memphis 3.0 and is harmful and injurious to the surrounding residential neighborhood.
I am a resident of the Tucker-Jefferson neighborhood. My address is 1871 Court Ave, Memphis, TN 38104.

-Les Edwards, CPA
mobile 901-268-8654
les@courtavenue.net
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Opposition to BOA 20-94
Holly Jansen Fulkerson <holly@memphisheritage.org>
Fri 10/23/2020 7:33 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

On behalf of Memphis Heritage and the historic neighborhoods we work to support, I am voicing our opposition
to Turner Dairy’s application for zoning exceptions.
Many residents in the Tucker Jefferson neighborhood have been concerned with Turner Dairy’s growth for years.
The trucks’ engines are left running through the night and noise has been a major problem. Neighbors are also
concerned about increased traffic and pollution.
We respectfully request that the Board reject this application.
Thank you,
Holly

Holly Jansen Fulkerson
Executive Director
Memphis Heritage, Inc.
901-272-2727
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October 20, 2020
Memphis & Shelby County
Board of Adjustment
125 North Main Street
Memphis, TN 38103
Re: Opposition to BOA 20-94 Turner Holdings, LLC’s proposed
expansion of industrial uses on a commercially zoned site
Board of Adjustment Members:
MidtownMemphis.Org (Midtown’s Community Development
Corporation), and most of the Midtown stakeholders that we have
conferred with, are opposed to Turner Holdings, LLC’s proposed
request to expand of industrial warehouse use and semi-trailer truck
parking on the commercially zoned section site. This application is
virtually the same request that was rejected in 2016 and does not
make the case for approval of this use variance to section 2.5.2 of the
UDC (Unified Development Code.)
This request does not meet 9.22.6 Criteria for a variance. The
application responses for 9.22.6 A 1. and 2. are inaccurate due to the
subject parcel’s frontage along Jefferson Avenue and other viable uses
in this growing section of Midtown. The requested expansion of
industrial uses does not meet 9.22.6 A 4. because it is not consistent
with the Memphis 3.0 plan for the Overton Square as an “Urban Main
Street Community Anchor.” The approved 3.0 plan envisions this
district as a safe, walkable neighborhood with thriving mixed-use
centers, diverse housing options, active public spaces, and strong
connections between anchors and adjacent neighborhoods.
Finally, the request does not meet variance Criteria 9.22.6 A 5.
because the expansion of industrial warehouse use and semi-truck
storage is not harmonious with the UDC or Memphis 3.0 and is
harmful and injurious to the surrounding residential neighborhood.
We support the adjacent residents in being firmly opposed to the
proposed expansion of industrial uses on the Turner Holdings, LLC
site and we urge you to reject the BOA 20-94 variance request.
Respectfully,
Andy Kitsinger
President, MidtownMemphis.Org
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OPPOSITION to Turner Dairy Expanded
Pam Branham <pambranham@gmail.com>
Tue 10/20/2020 10:53 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Jeffrey:
I live at 1870 Court Ave, Memphis TN 38104. My 87 year old mom and I walk around our neighborhood every
morning to keep her in shape. We often walk past the Turner Dairy’s sprawling operation and wonder if our fight a
few years ago against them expanding their industrial zoning was for nothing. They seem to have as many or
more trucks on their property now. We get pushed to the side of the street often as we try to cross by big trucks
coming and going from the Dairy. It’s loud and scary and doesn’t seem to be any better with a wall and some
landscaping.
Now, I learned that they have asked for another variance to their industrial use zoning. I am not surprised at all.
However, I am appalled and stridently opposed to any variance on the zoning of this land.
My family and I have built a new home on Court where my 3 year old and 2 year old granddaughters are growing
up. It’s difficult now for our kids to ride through that part of our neighborhood because of the dairy traffic now. I
am about to purchase and renovate another house in our neighborhood, hoping to increase our property values. I
feel like I am walking in mud when dealing with Turner Dairies. But, a deal is a deal. We honor that we all came to
an agreement last time they asked for this variance. They are not honoring their deal. A wall and some
landscaping does not help our neighborhood and property values.
Please deny this variance for expansion of use!! Please!!!
How many times are we as a neighborhood going to have to fight this fight?????
If they can’t operate in the confines of their zoning restrictions, they need to move to a more appropriate space.
Please don’t put this Company’s needs before those of our wonderful neighborhood. I beg you.
Thank you,
Pam Branham

null

Pam Branham | Talent Manager | Legility
3251 Poplar Ave., Suite 115, Memphis, TN 38111
T: (901) 432-4720 EXT 1502 | M: (901) 413-2105
Counsel On Call/DSi is now Legility, a New Law Company.
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Turner Dairy
Patricia Primrose <veggiesp@gmail.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 9:23 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Penzes,
I am against the Turner Dairy bringing in more trucks.
Overton Square is a neighborhood. The noise and air pollution Turner brings in plus the damage they do to
Madison Ave. is awful. The air quality around there is dangerous to the folks using the restaurants and the
residents in the area.
If they need a bigger place, they need to move.
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,
Patricia Primrose
2281 Evelyn Ave.
Memphis, TN 38104
veggiesp@gmail.com
901-299-5341
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Oppose BOA 20-94 (zoom call, signed petitions, comments & letter)
Porsche Stevens <porschestevens@gmail.com>
Fri 10/23/2020 5:49 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>
5 attachments (5 MB)
Petition pge 1.pdf; Turner Holdings, LLC Signed Petition (1).pdf; petition for dairy page 3 (1).pdf; BOA 20-94 Turner Industrial Expansion
Opposition Letter.pdf; IMG-0530 (2) (1).jpg;

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Morning Jeffrey,
The residents in the Tucker-Jefferson neighborhood are opposing Turner Holdings, LLC (BOA 20-94). On behalf of
MidtownMemphis.org, please find attached a community Zoom call meeting, signed petitions, comments from
social media and a letter of opposition.
Share recording with viewers:
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/eO3BWz1rXlONFnnVVys_Tk3SL8q5KdmPwAm1RyQ6D2NKTT2Tvc1jQxtRXaojPf
Bu.9HrCLNNRXTd2cs59 Passcode: 3jcge?YD
Thank you,
Porsche Stevens
901.258.4855

Hello Mr. Penzes,
This email is to register my opposition to the use variance request by Turner Dairies for an expansion of industrial use on
the Turner Dairy site (BOA 20-94 Variance Request).
This request does not meet 9.22.6 Criteria for a variance. The application responses for 9.22.6 A 1. and 2. are inaccurate
due to the subject parcel’s frontage along Jefferson Avenue and other viable uses in this growing section of Midtown. The
requested expansion of industrial uses does not meet 9.22.6 A 4. because it is not consistent with the Memphis 3.0 plan
for Overton Square as an “Urban Main Street Community Anchor.” The approved 3.0 plan envisions this district as a
safe, walkable neighborhood with thriving mixed-use centers, diverse housing options, active public spaces, and strong
connections between anchors and adjacent neighborhoods.
Finally, the request does not meet variance Criteria 9.22.6 A 5. because the expansion of industrial warehouse use and
semi-truck storage is not harmonious with the UDC or Memphis 3.0 and is harmful and injurious to the surrounding
residential neighborhood.
I am a resident of the Tucker-Jefferson neighborhood. My address is 1871 Court Ave, Memphis, TN 38104.
-Les Edwards, CPA
mobile 901-268-8654
les@courtavenue.net
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Hi Jeffrey,
I own 1992 Court Avenue, a single family residence just a few doors down from Turner Dairy. I am writing
in regard to the upcoming conversation arising around Turner Dairy’s continued parking of trailers facing
Jefferson Avenue (my understanding of the topic this case surrounds).
When it comes down to it, Midtown is improving greatly as a place to walk, eat, have fun, and live — and
Turner’s out-of-place appearance has been outgrown by its community. It is quite literally holding back the
entirety of Overton Square from reaching its full potential, and continuing to allow Turner to have excess
trailer presence where they have been (in full defiance of ordinances, to my understanding) is not in the
neighborhood’s best interest.
Please consider my input in forming your opinion on the matter, and feel free to reach out if you have any
comments or questions.
Thank you,
Bridge
Bridge Leigh
901.490.4778

BOA -Turner property
Conversation between you and Ann Sandberg, Central Gardens

Image
removed
by
sender.

Image
removed
Ann Sandberg, Central Gardens
by
sender.

Laurie,
Following sent to Penzes today..,
“Mr. Penzes,
I oppose Turner Dairy's request for a variance on parking more trucks on their lot (Case #BOA 20-94).
They already refuse to comply with existing applicable Code ordinances. It makes no sense to allow
them to operate their business in a way that will further increase violations and harm to the
neighborhood. This is rewarding unlawful behavior.
Midtown homeowners pay a lot of property taxes both city & county. Industrial facilities do not belong in
this part of Midtown, next door and across the street from so many homes. Would you want to live next
door to noise equivalent to jet engines at 3-4 AM? Approval of this variance will result in surrounding
https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAMkAGNkYjZlNTRhLTRhY2EtNDhhYy1iMDMwLTQ5ZjMyYTRmNjczYgBGAAAAAABcunmjwD%2FbT7q…
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properties becoming less desirable to those purchasing homes. This will ultimately driving down
property values as well as tax revenue for Memphis and Shelby County.
Ann Sandberg
1935 Peabody Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104

Here is the thread on nextdoor.

Turner Dairy public hearing October 28th. There is a telephone public hearing on Wednesday
October 28th to discuss the Turner Dairy asking for a variance to park more trailers on the back of
their property facing Jefferson. All comments are to be submitted before Friday October 23rd to
Jeffrey Penzes at jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov . Many residents in Tucker Jefferson are
opposed to allowing them a variance to park more semi trailers on the back part of the property.
They have been parking the semis there for three years in defiance of Code Enforcement and the
Environmental court did nothing to stop them. Trucks run 24/7 and it sounds like a jet engine
warming up and never taking off. I can hear them all day and night from my back yard 24/7. Now
they want to bring more semis to park in the back portion of their property which is the same area
that is in defiance of the present zoning. This will bring even more noise and pollution from trucks
running all night. Please send an email to Jeffrey Penzes at jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov before
Friday October 23rd in opposition to Case # BOA 20-94 for the Turner Dairy request for a variance.
This is a residential area and the noise is unbearable right now. You can also view this meeting on
October 28, 2020 at 2:00 pm by going
to https://www.youtube.com/c/divisionofplanninganddevelopment. Thank you for helping us in
Tucker Jefferson.
Posted in General to 18 neighborhoods
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Teri Mason
Teri Mason
•

Evergreen Historic District

I'm sure that's difficult to live with. I sent an email.
18 hr ago
Like

Reply
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Patricia Primrose
Patricia Primrose
•

Cooper-Young

Will do.
13 hr ago
Like

Reply
roy tamboli
roy tamboli
•

Overton Square

Thanks Laurie. Dear Mr. Penzes, I oppose any additional truck activity at Turner Dairy and I hope
the city and county will enforce the agreements already made with their good neighbors.
12 hr ago
Like

Reply
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Gordon Alexander
Gordon Alexander
•

Central Gardens

Yes, this is a problem that has been going on for years - Turner Dairy in violation and cited by Code
Enforcement. When Turner went into business 75 years ago, small trucks driven by milkmen
delivered glass bottle of milk to your doorstep. Times have changed. Now tractor trailers rumble out
of the plant in the wee hours of the morning. They have outgrown Midtown and Midtown has
outgrown them.
9 hr ago
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Patricia Primrose
Patricia Primrose
•

Cooper-Young

Sent.
8 hr ago
Like

Reply
Nick Canterucci
Nick Canterucci
•

Cooper-Young

double edged sword. They are grandfathered in..so getting them to leave.let alone adapt, would be
a massive undertaking. They do have a right to conduct business..depending on existing
agreements and they very well might get the variance needed to park more trailers. MONEY
TALKS. especially when dealing with office-slash-zoning board, etc..So unless turner is going out
of business, or shutting down that location, and going elsewhere, it's probably going to happen...
8 hr ago
Like

Reply
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•

Central Gardens

Nick, I don't know where you get the idea that they were " grandfathered in". When they bought
that 3 acres at the back of the lot, it was restricted and tractor trailers were not permissible. They
parked them there anyway in defiance of code and were cited by Code Enforcement but managed
to keep it in Judge Potter's Environmental Court forever, with no action taken. Insofar as them
"having a right to conduct business", every business in Memphis has a right to operate - as long as
they follow the rules and guidelines. I'll bet if your house was right next to Turner, you might have a
very different opinion.
8 hr ago
Like

Reply
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Nick Canterucci
Nick Canterucci
•

Cooper-Young

years ago, before I bought my present house. I lived very close by to Turners. I had no problem
with them. so I'm familiar with the ongoing problems with Turner...Potter is long gone. So it's up to
the replacement judge, to hold Turner accountable...But I'm betting that Turner eventually gets their
way...
Edited 4 hr ago
Like
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Kate Chilton
•

Central Gardens

And can we talk about the unbelievable damage they've done to the street outside that back
parking lot? They won't fix it, you know. The city won't fix it, you can bet. The holes will just keep
getting wider and deeper until nothing except semis can traverse it at all.
3 hr ago
Like

Reply
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Robert Hijar
•

Central Gardens

They belong in an industrial park, and not in Cooper Young
3 hr ago
Like
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Edward Greene
Edward Greene
•

Cooper-Young

Turner is in the Overton Square area not CY but I agree it is time they moved.
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Edited 3 hr ago
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Nick Canterucci
•

Cooper-Young

guess they don't because Turner is NOT located in Cooper Young...not even close.
2 hr ago
Like

Reply
Abbie Gardner
Abbie Gardner
•

Cooper-Young

Email sent...
3 hr ago
Like

Reply
Allison Jones
Allison Jones
•

Central Gardens

Email sent: Mr. Penzes, I oppose Turner Dairy's request for a variance on parking more trucks on
their lot (Case #BOA 20-94). Their large and noisy facilities do not belong in this part of Midtown,
next door and across the street from so many homes. In the past Turner leadership has voiced
how expensive it would be for them to move their facilities to another site, and I understand that.
However, they have clearly outgrown their current location and they need to do what is best for the
neighborhood and relocate.
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Willi Alfonso
Willi Alfonso
•

Cooper-Young

Hard to say on this. Turner has been there about 90 years and invested a lot in Memphis. Tearing
thst down will bring more construction traffic, then massive apartments then more complaints about
traffic. The residents complained about developers building bars and the noise when Overton
Square was built too. No real perfect solution.
2 hr ago
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Laurie Stark
Laurie Stark
•

Overton Square

Thanks to everyone who is Sending emails. They really do make a difference. All have to be there
before this Friday .
2 hr ago
Like

Reply
.
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Opposing Case #BOA 20-94
Rebecca Dane <rebeccamdane@gmail.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 1:17 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello Mr. Penzes,
I'm writing in opposition of Turner Dairy's request to park more trucks in the residential area. Noise and air
pollution should not be an issue that residents are forced to face in the name of corporate profits. Please do not
allow this request.
Thank you,
Rebecca Dane
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Turner Dairy industrial expansion
Ricky Heros <rheros@indevcare.com>
Tue 10/20/2020 2:01 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Penzes,
I’m wri ng to state my strong opposi on to the Turner Dairy industrial expansion. We have made a strong investment in the
neighborhood through our company, ACA Proper es, LLC, and feel that the dairy’s con nued intrusion into a lovely
entertainment and residen al area strongly detracts from the clearly residen al aspect of the neighborhood. Please note my
opposi on and feel free to reach out to me if you have addi onal ques ons.
Sincerely,
Ricardo J. Heros
ACA Proper es, LLC
901-230-4311
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Turner Dairy--opposed
Robert Gordon <bguh@bellsouth.net>
Thu 10/22/2020 7:01 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Penzes:
I understand that Turner Dairy may not be requesting to park more refrigerated trucks on their lot with this
application, but I know what it is to live with refrigerated trucks that run 24/7. Those existing trucks make Turner
Dairy a bad neighbor in an area so close to the quietest place in town, Overton Park. So when the dairy asks for the
neighborhood’s cooperation, from the neighborhood’s perspective the request comes from a bad position, from people
who aren’t being good neighbors.
As a property owner at Cooper and Washington, I register my opposition to the Turner Dairy request. If the dairy
insists on remaining in this inappropriate location, the dairy must work with the neighbors and not the other way
around.
Thank you,
Robert Gordon
2118 Washington 38104—owner
2187 Washington 38104—owner
1594 Harbert 38104—residence
www.TheRobertGordon.com
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Turner Dairy
Roy Tamboli <roy@tamboli.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 5:17 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Penzes,
I oppose any additional truck activity at Turner Dairy and I hope the city and county will enforce the agreements
already made with their good neighbors.
Sincerely,
Roy Tamboli
58 N Tucker
-http://tamboli.com/
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(No subject)
Sarah Edwards <sarahedwards10@outlook.com>
Wed 10/21/2020 12:51 PM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Penzes,
I oppose Turner Dairy's request for a variance on parking more trucks on their lot (Case #BOA 20-94).
Their large and noisy facilities do not belong in this part of Midtown, next door and across the street from so many
homes. In the past, Turner leadership has voiced how expensive it would be for them to move their facilities

to another site, and I understand that.

However, they have clearly outgrown their current location and they need to do what is best for the neighborhood
and relocate.
Sarah Edwards
Tucker-Jefferson
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Turner Variance Opposition
Scott Crosby <scrosby@bpjlaw.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 10:10 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>
Cc: Meg Crosby <meg.thomas@gmail.com>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Mr. Penzes, my family and I live at 29 Belleair at the back of the street. We moved there almost 15 years ago. Our
backyard abuts the apartment building on Jefferson directly across from the dairy. We are grateful for the business
and the jobs that the dairy produces, but there must be a compromise. And, part of that compromise cannot involve
more trucks, noise, negative neighborhood impact and damage to small roads and other city infrastructure.
We would ask that you oppose and not grant the variance (BOA 20-94) which Turner Dairy seeks.
I should add that we have not opposed any other development which has occurred all around our street and
neighborhood – more apartments, modern architecture, demolition of buildings with historic architecture. We believe
strongly in the growth and health of midtown. I was chair of the Levitt Shell Board for two years in 2018-2019 and
my wife, Meg, is currently the chair of the Crosstown High School Board.
We also believe that Turner Dairy is part of the neighborhood. But, to be a good neighbor, you cannot impact your
neighbors so negatively as Turner seeks to do with this variance.
Thank you for your consideration of our opinion.
Scott Crosby

Scott J. Crosby
Burch, Porter & Johnson, PLLC
130 North Court Avenue | Memphis, TN 38103
Direct: 901-524-5134 | Main: 901-524-5000
scrosby@bpjlaw.com | Bio | vcard
This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is addressed. This
communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged or confidential or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not the
named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If you have received this message
in error, please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and delete all copies of the message.
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Turner Dairy asking for a variance
Teri Mason <tmason9rd@gmail.com>
Mon 10/19/2020 12:08 AM
To: Penzes, Jeffrey <jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov>

CAUTION: This email originated outside of the City of Memphis organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Re: Turner Dairy asking for a variance to park more trailers on the back of their property facing Jefferson. It's right next
to a residential area and the current trucks are very loud and run all night. They are already in violation of code, and now
want to bring more trucks. I'm sure no one in Mphs government would want that going on behind their house.
Isn't there some other spot they could park the trucks that is not residential? They could buy an empty warehouse or
fenced area, and have a guard or a dog the size of a wildebeast.
Thank you for your time,

-Teri Mason
901-485-0322
(Evergreen Dist.)
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